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About supramolecular systems for dynamically
probing cells
Jenny Brinkmann, Emanuela Cavatorta, Shrikrishnan Sankaran, Bettina Schmidt,
Jasper van Weerd and Pascal Jonkheijm*
This article reviews the state of the art in the development of strategies for generating supramolecular
systems for dynamic cell studies. Dynamic systems are crucial to further our understanding of cell
biology and are consequently at the heart of many medical applications. Increasing interest has
therefore been focused recently on rendering systems bioactive and dynamic that can subsequently be
employed to engage with cells. Different approaches using supramolecular chemistry are reviewed with
particular emphasis on their application in cell studies. We conclude with an outlook on future
challenges for dynamic cell research and applications.
1. Introduction
Cellular plasma membranes possess spatially organized arrays
of receptors serving as fingerprints. These receptor fingerprints
regulate information transfer into the cell thereby initiating
a plethora of intracellular signaling processes.1–3 Also when
cells interact with other cells or materials, these fingerprints
regulate a number of cellular processes. Although receptor
clustering has been recognized to play an important role in
cell function, it remains largely unknown how the collective
interaction between populations of different receptors and
ligands in two opposed fluid membranes occurs, how it is main-
tained and regulated. Most intriguing is the potential association of
these receptors to lipid platforms, known as rafts, to supposedly
assist the formation of larger functional complexes.4–6 Often
different ligands activate exactly the same receptors of a certain
signal chain. However, temporal variability of protein activities
is not the only factor that allows cells to manage many vital
processes with comparatively few components. Even the spatial
distribution of the proteins within the cells plays a major role.7
Insight into the mechanisms that control and regulate cell
function will be gained by assembling synthetic architectures
decorated with ligands and using those architectures to engage
with receptor fingerprints, mimic and modulate the interaction
thereof. So far, the organization of receptors and their mutual
interaction have been difficult to address in living cells. Equally
challenging is the manipulation of this well-defined organiza-
tion and monitoring with sufficient spatial and temporal
resolution the functional consequences of an altered distribution
of receptors. Tailored supramolecular systems with biological
ligands will provide an extremely flexible platform (in terms
of ligand density, different ligands, separation, etc.). Such
systems would allow for analyzing the complexity of the cell
membrane and for correlating organization and structure with
biological function.
In this review the focus lies on surveying different strategies
that have been used to fabricate supramolecular bioactive
systems for exploring their interaction with cells. Often integrated
strategies combining supramolecular assembly with fabrication
techniques, modern molecular biology strategies and imaging
techniques are employed. We strongly believe that supramolecular
and adaptive chemistry combined with fabrication methods
provide excellent tools to construct dynamic biological systems,
which are to be employed for cell manipulation experiments.
Making use of reversible chemical strategies is a rewarding task
in developing functional materials and devices.8,9 Knowing the
limitations involved in ordering peptides and proteins at different
length scales will surely hasten the development of future applica-
tions, e.g. tissue engineering and chemical biology.10,11 Self-assembly
is an attractive tool and an efficient bottom-up strategy to govern
thermodynamic control aiming to position ligands at predefined
locations and the modulation thereof. Dynamic bioactive systems
open exciting possibilities in fundamental and applied research,
and eventually supramolecular cell manipulation.
We start with a review of polymer systems in which bioactive
ligands can be dynamically presented through hydrogen-bonded
and host–guest driven supramolecular interactions and their proper-
ties are illustrated in the context of cell studies. Reorganization
of polymers or hydrogels can also be accomplished by real-time
switching by e.g. light, temperature, pH, electric field, hydrolysis or
enzymolysis methods for which the reader is referred to elsewhere.12
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Then, we continue with the description of work in which various
peptide based systems, such as a-helices, b-sheets and defined
protein scaffolds, and nucleotide based systems are employed in
cellular environments. We carry on reviewing a range of amphiphilic
systems, which are formed through hydrophilic and lipophilic
properties, that dynamically present bioactive ligands and are
evaluated in cellular studies. Finally we review dynamic self-
assembled monolayers that have been used in a cellular context
focusing on real-time switching by external triggers.
1.1 Interfacing cells with hydrogen-bonded and host–guest
driven supramolecular polymers
Hydrogen-bonded biopolymers are promising candidates for
construction of cell-interactive matrices. An excellent example
exploiting the directionality and reversibility of hydrogen bonding
is given by 2-ureido-4[1H]-pyrimidinone (UPy) quadruple hydrogen
bonding units.13 The reversible nature of these hydrogen-
bonding interactions (with lifetimes between 0.1 and 1 s) creates
responsive materials and allows for a modular approach. For
example, Meijer and coworkers attached this UPy unit to either
end of oligocaprolactam or oligo(trimethylene carbonate) and
also to one end of a bioactive peptide such as cell-adhesive RGD
peptides. RGD is a fibrinogen derived peptide that binds with
integrins and so promotes cell adhesion, making it an ideal
candidate to probe integrin mediated cell adhesion. When both
Upy building blocks are mixed together, a bioactive supramole-
cular scaffold was fabricated through Upy–Upy interactions
while electrospinning (Fig. 1A).13 In vitro studies showed good
cell adhesion and spreading when the Upy-materials contained
the Upy–RGD peptides.13 The in vivo behaviour was studied by
the subcutaneous implantation of solution-cast supramolecular
polymer films in rats. It was observed that the peptide bearing
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polymer was able to induce signalling of cells and the physio-
logical process resulting in the growth of new blood vessels
from pre-existing ones.13 An important consideration in using
hydrogen bonding in aqueous media is the competitive environ-
ment. Hydrogen bonds are much weaker in water than in the
bulk; however the hydrophobic shielding of this bond in the
upper layer of the polymer film makes this binding strong but
dynamic.13 Additional hydrogen bonding in the lateral direction
can be introduced by incorporating urea (U) moieties adjacent to
both Upy-moieties on either end of oligocaprolactone.14 When
Upy-functionalized extracellular matrix (ECM) derived peptides
were mixed into these Upy-U-biomaterials, such bioactive bio-
materials induced human primary tubular epithelial cells to
form tight monolayers, which was not seen on the biomaterials
lacking these Upy-ECM peptides.14
An alternative to supramolecularly end-cap polymeric chains
with bioactive ligands is to supramolecularly graft bioactive
ligands onto linear co-polymers. Scherman and coworkers
illustrated this concept using cucurbit[8]uril (CB[8]) to connect
mannose-functionalized viologen to pendant naphthol-moieties on
a methacrylate polymer through ternary complexation.15 Alterna-
tively, simply mixing CB[6]-grafted hyaluronic acid (CB[6]-HA)
with spermidine-functionalized bioactive peptides results in the
formation of a stable in vitro and in vivo supramolecular host–
guest system as described by Kim and coworkers (Fig. 1B).16 For
example, when formyl peptide receptor like 1 (FPRL1) specific
peptide WKYMV was mixed in, its therapeutic signal transduction
with elevated Ca2+ and phosphor-extracellular signal-regulated
kinase (pERK) levels in FPRL1-expressing human breast adeno-
carcinoma cells was observed.16 An interesting hydrogel system was
made after mixing CB[6]-HA with HA carrying 1,6-diaminohexane
or spermine as pendant moieties (in their protonated forms)
to make ultrastable host–guest complexes between the two
HA-polymers (Fig. 1B).17 The hydrogel could be further modularly
modified with for example a bioactive peptide-tagged CB[6],
which can be anchored to (residual) diaminohexane moieties in
the hydrogel.17 When an RGD-tagged CB[6] was incorporated
into the hydrogel, human fibroblast cells entrapped in the hydrogel
proliferated approximately 5-fold in 14 days and showed a spread
morphology.17 The results were thought to match well with the
characteristic cell adhesion and proliferation behaviours in
the RGD environment.17 In contrast, when hydrogels lacked
the RGD-tagged CB[6], cell proliferation within the hydrogel net-
work was relatively low and the cells retained a round morphology
showing poor adhesion.16 Stupp and coworkers reported the
complexation of RGD containing adamantane guest molecules
to the culture medium on b-cyclodextrin (bCD) host engrafted
alginate gels.18 Such supramolecular host–guest gels induced
focal adhesion formation and cell spreading.18 Similarly,
Cooper-White and coworkers spatially assembled bCD-modified
peptides onto adamantane-terminated polystyrene–polyethylene-
glycol films.19 Depending on the density of the surface bound
peptide, human mesenchymal stem cells showed increased
adhesion and variations in morphology ranging from rounded to
highly spread, with associated changes in cytoskeletal organization
from a disorganized actin cytoskeleton to well-defined and
highly aligned stress fibers.19 In another contribution from Kim
and coworkers, a covalent polymerized network of side chain
functionalized CB[6] was used as a host template.20,21 Through
host–guest interactions of two spermidine conjugates, a typical
polyamine guest of CB[6], bearing galactose20 or folate21 as targeting
ligands, has been introduced to the polymeric spherical nano-
network of CBs for receptor mediated endocytosis.
Another strategy to create supramolecular polymers decorated
with bioactive ligands makes use of threading ligand-functionalized
host molecules on various polymers. For example Stoddart and
coworkers threaded lactoside-functionalized aCD22 and Kim and
coworkers threaded mannose-functionalized CB[6] onto the
decamethylene segments of a linear chain of polyviologen.23
The self-assembled lactoside-pseudorotaxanes were investigated for
their ability to inhibit galectin-1-mediated T-cell agglutination.22
The lactoside-pseudopolyrotaxane exhibited a valency-corrected
10-fold enhancement over native lactose in the agglutination
assay, which was greater than the enhancements observed for
lactoside-bearing trivalent glycoclusters and a lactoside-bearing
chitosan polymer tested using the same assay.22 The self-
assembled mannose-pseudopolyrotaxanes not only effectively
induce bacterial aggregation, but also exhibit high inhibitory
activity against bacterial binding to host urinary epithelial
cells (Fig. 1C).23 The most potent inhibitor was the mannose-
pseudorotaxane threaded with only three mannose-CB[6] showing
300 times higher inhibitory potency as compared to free mannose,
indicating that the density of bioactive ligands along the rotaxane is
key for optimizing interactions.23 The CD-based pseudorotaxane
will show appreciable dethreading due to weaker interactions with
the polyviologen–decamethylene copolymer when compared to
the CB-based pseudorotaxane. A polyrotaxane architecture would
prevent unwanted dethreading from occurring. For example, Yui
and coworkers showed that the mobility of cationic aCDs along a
polyethylene glycol (PEG) chain in a polyrotaxane architecture is
favorable for efficient polyplex formation with anionic DNA as
expected.24 Also, it is expected that this polyrotaxane will show
sufficient cleavage of the disulfide linkages under reducing con-
ditions, because the introduction of only two disulfide linkages
avoids the overstabilization of the polyplex. The cleavage of the
disulfide bond will trigger the pDNA release through the slow
dissociation of the non-covalent linkages between aCDs and PEG
as was studied in vitro using dithiothreitol.24 Also in vivo release of
the pDNA was followed by microscopy.24 The polyplex was com-
pletely removed from endosomes and/or lysosomes 90 min after
transfection of fibroblast cells.24 Yui and coworkers also made
polyrotaxanes with RGD-functionalized aCDs on linear guest
polyethyleneglycol.25 As a result, a faster initial recognition process
was observed by quartz crystal microbalance-dissipation (QCM-D)
measurements when RGD peptides were residing on the poly-
rotaxane architecture in comparison to covalently immobilized
RGD systems.25 However, despite this faster initial recognition
process stable focal adhesion formation that is accompanied by
actin polymerization was suppressed.25
Host–guest characteristics can also be used to create supra-
molecular polymer nanoparticles (SNP). Tseng and coworkers
developed a molecular recognition system based on an adamantane
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guest and a bCD host to achieve self-assembly of SNPs (Fig. 1D).
Three basic molecular building blocks were used to form
the SNPs: adamantane-grafted polyamidoamine dendrimer
(Ad-PAMAM), bCD-grafted branched polyethylenimine (CD-PEI)
and adamantane-functionalized PEG (Ad-PEG).26,27 Ad-PEG func-
tions as a capping reagent and solvates to improve the water solu-
bility, structural stability and non-adhesiveness.26 When Ad-PEG
functionalized with cell-adhesive RGD or cell-penetrating TAT
Fig. 1 Schematic representations of (A) the self-complementary hydrogen-bonding Upymoiety in a supramolecular polymer that allows for the incorporation
of different Upy-functionalized bioactive ligands (green and red moieties) by simply mixing the components (reproduced with permission from ref. 13 provided
by the Nature Publishing Group, 2014) and (B) the host–guest complexation between host CB[6]-conjugated biopolymers and guest polyamine-conjugated
biopolymers to form a supramolecular hydrogel that allows simply mixing in of various bio-ligand-tagged CB[6] (reproduced with permission from ref. 17
provided by the American Chemical Society, 2014). (C) Glyco-pseudopolyrotaxanes composed of various densities of CB[6]-based mannose wheels threaded
on polyviologen showed the highest inhibitory potency for E. coliORN178-induced hemagglutination relative to monomeric mannoside studies in the case of
the lowest density of wheels per chain (reproduced with permission from ref. 23 provided by John Wiley and Sons, 2014). (D) Schematic representation of the
host–guest self-assembly approach for the preparation of supramolecular nanoparticles by simply mixing host CD-functionalized polymers with complex
guest Ad-functionalized dendrimers and Ad-functionalized bioactive ligands. In the mixture pre-complexed Tf with DNA is present and can be included in the
SNP via electrostatic interactions (reproduced with permission from ref. 28 provided by John Wiley and Sons, 2014).
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peptides was blended in during the one-pot mixing process,
SNPs are formed that can engage in specific cell-integrin inter-
actions and subsequently can be internalized into cells.27 When a
transcription factor (Tf) pre-complexed with a luciferase reporter
vector (DNA) was also blended in during the one-pot mixing
process, uniform SNPs of 50 nm diameter were found that
were internalized by HeLa cells after 12 h (Fig. 1D).28 The
bioactivity of Tf was quantified by measuring the biolumines-
cence intensity from the DNA reporter.28 The results show that
these SNP systems provide a method for manipulating cellular
behaviour.
1.2 Employing a-helices for cell studies
One widely studied naturally occurring structural motif that has
been exploited to dynamically interface with cells is the a-helix.
An a-helix is a chain of amino acids forming a right-handed coil
stabilized by hydrogen bonds. Coiled-coils consist of two or more
a-helices wrapped around each other like strands of a rope. This is
achieved by a patterned arrangement of hydrophobic and charged
residues along the polypeptide chain of each a-helix. The most
explored pattern is that of leucine zippers that contain seven-residue
repeats (heptads) (Fig. 2A).29 Having high binding affinities (low
nM range), these leucine zippers prove to be effective, non-toxic
labels to study cellular processes at the membrane. Leucine zippers
have been extensively used in vivo and in vitro to immobilize
various biomolecules in close proximity to each other by fusing
complementary coils to them. For example, Matsuzaki and
coworkers engineered them to selectively label receptors on
the cell membrane.30 In this work the protein receptors were
genetically fused with one coil and expressed in mammalian
cells while the complementary coil was conjugated with a
fluorescent dye and mixed with the cells.30 Labeling of the
receptors on the membrane was witnessed within minutes.
Receptor functions like internalization of the receptor and
calcium influx as a response to certain chemical stimuli were
not impaired and were monitored.30 Cholesterol-modified
coiled-coil forming peptides E and K were successfully employed
by Kros and coworkers for insertion in the membranes of Chinese
hamster ovary cells and the skin of zebrafish embryos.31 Fluor-
escent microscopy was used to confirm the specific supramole-
cular coiled-coil formation on the membranes.31 Futaki and
coworkers used the heterodimeric coiled-coil formation between
E and K peptides for the artificial activation of epidermal growth
factor receptor (EGFR) by supramolecular dimerization.32 Whereas
Famulok and coworkers previously employed extracellular con-
stitutively dimerized (disulfide bridged) leucine-zipper EGFR
fusion to analyze the mechanism of an intracellular EGFR
activating factor,33 in the report of Futaki and coworkers it is
the addition of dimeric K-coil peptides that triggered dimerization
of fusions of the E-coil peptide with EGFR receptors on plasma
membranes and thereby activated the receptor (Fig. 2B).32
Autophosphorylation of EGFR was confirmed by Western blot
using a phosphorylated Y1173-specific antibody.32
The self-assembling property of leucine zippers has enabled
researchers to further assemble them into microstructures.34
Microscopic fibers have been assembled using two synthetic
complementary a-helical coils and some of the side chains have
been functionalized with azides, alkenes and thiols by click
reactions in water.34 This was visualized by conjugating biotin to the
fibers that were then allowed to bind with gold or rhodamine labeled
streptavidin (SAv).34 Through binding of biotin-functionalized
biomolecules to SAv, these fibers can thus potentially be used
to develop multi-component functionalized systems. Similarly,
fibrils have been constructed from synthetic leucine zippers
with RGD peptides fused to their N-terminal ends.35 The
presence of numerous RGD peptides at the surface of these
fibrils promoted multivalent interactions with the integrins at
the surface of cells.35 These fibrils were shown to bind with
much higher affinities than short RGD-containing peptides in
solution by cell-adhesion inhibition assays. Also, by immobilizing
these fibrils on the surface, substrates promoting cell adhesion
comparable to that achieved with the commonly used fibronectin
and vitronectin were designed.35 Going one step further, keratin
based a-helices have been used to fabricate biocompatible
hydrogels through lateral association of the coiled-coils as reported
by Iwata and coworkers (Fig. 2C).36 By integrating a laminin domain,
which interacts with various types of integrins, the hydrogel
was developed to promote cell adhesion and proliferation.36
The hydrogels were shown to be a suitable platform for the
adhesion and proliferation of neural progenitor cells.36 Since
these hydrogels are biocompatible and biodegradable, they can
be implanted into brain tissue to potentially combat neuro-
degenerative disorders like Parkinson’s disease.
Fig. 2 (A) Helical-wheel representation of a parallel dimer with a heptad
repeat of amino acids present in assemblies of coiled-coil peptide motifs.
The heptad repeat positions are labeled from a to g and the a-helices
propagate into the page. The a, d surface is predominantly hydrophobic,
and residues at positions e and g are often charged (reproduced with
permission from ref. 29b provided by Springer, 2014). (B) Scheme of artificial
activation of transmembrane receptors by a helical peptide through coiled-
coil formation (reproduced with permission from ref. 32 provided by John
Wiley and Sons, 2014). (C) Schematic diagram showing the self-assembly of
keratins in the presence of extracellular matrix protein domains (reproduced
with permission from ref. 36 provided by the American Chemical Society,
2014). (D) Illustration of the molecular design of bioactive surfaces capable
of dynamically and reversibly regulating immobilized ligands using the
leucine zipper assembly (reproduced with permission from ref. 37 provided
by the American Chemical Society, 2014).
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The reversible nature of binding between complementary coils
has also been used to produce functional solid supports for cell
interactions (Fig. 2D). Substrates for reversible cell adhesion have
been designed by immobilizing leucine zipper coils on a surface.37
The coils on the surface (coil-A) have a RGD peptide fused to their
C-terminal end, accessible to cell receptors in solution.37 These
surfaces were made cell repellant by adding a high affinity com-
plementary coil with a PEG linker (B) to the solution.37 The coils
bind and the PEG linkers mask the RGD peptides preventing cells
from adhering to the surface. This situation was then reversed by
adding coil-A into solution that binds competitively to coil-B, thus
releasing it from the surface and unmasking the RGD peptide,
allowing the cells to attach to it again.37 Surface immobilization of
coiled-coils has enabled the generation of cell surface interactive
gradients as studied by Tirrell and coworkers.38 A glass surface
was modified by generating a monolayer of an a-helical coil
(ZR) on it and fabricating a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) micro-
channel to enclose it.38 The complementary coil (ZE) was fused
to a fibronectin protein domain which promotes cell adhesion.
By passing unmodified ZE and fibronectin-fused ZE through a
microfluidic gradient generator and flowing this mixture
through the ZR immobilized microchannel, a gradient of surface
immobilized fibronectin was produced.38 Cell adhesion assays
on these surfaces revealed that the cell density increased with
the increasing concentration of fibronectin.38
1.3 Employing b-sheets for cell studies
Self-assembled nanostructures can also be fabricated using syn-
thetic b-sheet forming peptides. Alternate placement of positively
charged, hydrophobic and negatively charged residues gives
rise to electrostatic and solvophobic interactions between the
peptides and directs the b-sheet formation. Attaching various
groups to the terminals of the peptides provides functionaliza-
tion of these b-sheets and also promotes the formation of
particular supramolecular structures like tapes, ribbons, fibrils
and fibers. By attaching carbohydrate conjugated coils of different
geometries to these peptides, the effect of functional groups on
the length of assembled nanostructures was studied by Lee and
coworkers (Fig. 3A).39 Short linear coils resulted in micrometer
scaled ribbons but long dendritic coils generated ribbons only
about 150 nm long due to steric crowding effects.39 The carbo-
hydrates were selected to bind with receptors on pathogenic
bacteria and it was shown that both nano-assemblies were
effective in immobilizing particular bacterial strains.39 At high
concentrations, the long ribbons caused bacterial clustering
whereas the shorter structures did not, thus showing that the
size of these assemblies elicits different responses from the
living entities binding to them.39
Another approach involved using triblock constructs made of a
carbohydrate, a PEG linker and a b-sheet forming peptide.40 By
modifying the length of the PEG linker, the stability of the
nanoribbons formed was modified and the most stable structure
for bacterial motility inhibition and agglutination was identified.40
Using mannose as the carbohydrate, the ribbons were designed to
be specific towards a particular strain of pathogenic bacteria.40
The ribbons were further modified by encapsulating the fluores-
cent probe, Nile red, into the hydrophobic interface formed by
the bilayer of b-tapes.40 This enabled the ribbons to be used for
the fluorescent detection of clustered pathogenic bacteria.
These techniques can be extended to clinical screening and
Fig. 3 (A) Supramolecular building blocks representing b-sheet peptides with attached coils and carbohydrates. Negatively stained transmission
electron micrographs show nanostructures from the peptides. GP1-peptides, with a small and linear coil, form nanostructures of several micrometers
long, whereas GP2-peptides, with a high-volume-fraction dendritic coil, form nanostructures of only about 150 nm long. Both nanostructures could
immobilize bacteria to a similar degree; however, only the long nanostructures were shown to induce the formation of bacterial clusters (reproduced
with permission from ref. 39 provided by the American Chemical Society, 2014). (B) Representation of the nanoribbon self-assembly of a peptide
consisting of a random coil block (Tat CPP), a flexible-linker block (GSGG) and a b-sheet assembly block. After encapsulation of hydrophobic guest
molecules (Nile red), the nanoribbons can be internalized in cells as observed from the overlaid confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) images
(reproduced with permission from ref. 41 provided by John Wiley and Sons, 2014).
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isolation of pathogens in food and water. Encapsulating dyes in
the hydrophobic domain of these structures potentially enables
therapeutic drugs to be transported into human cells.41 b-Sheet
forming peptides were fused with cationic cell penetrating
peptides borrowed from the HIV-1 Tat protein.41 A green dye
was conjugated to the peptides and Nile red was incorporated into
the nanoribbons.41 These assemblies were shown to penetrate the
cell membrane of HeLa cells and stain the cytoplasm whereas the
peptide conjugated dye entered the nucleus (Fig. 3B).41 This was
speculated to be due to the disassembly and transport of different
components of the structure within the cell due to various
cytoplasmic entities. This could facilitate multiple drug delivery
into different regions of the cell.
1.4 Interfacing cells with protein scaffolds
One of the key aspects in developing supramolecular systems
that interact with cells is identifying ligands that can specifi-
cally bind with particular receptors on the membrane. Amino
acids confer a wide range of structural and functional proper-
ties to the peptides they form. This enables researchers to
identify even short peptides that bind strongly with most
proteins. Scaffolding proteins have been developed as an effec-
tive tool for identifying and displaying these peptide sequences.
These proteins usually consist of an underlying stable structural
element, termed the scaffold. A flexible and variable loop
containing the required peptide extends from this scaffold
and is exposed to the solvent. Nature’s most successful protein
scaffolds for molecular recognition are antibodies, which can
bind to countless biomedical targets with high specificity and
affinity. However, non-antibody protein scaffolds have generated
much interest because of limitations of antibodies, which generally
include expensive recombinant production in mammalian cells
and the inability to site-specifically incorporate chemical tags.
Alternative protein scaffolds have been developed such as affi-
bodies, ankyrin repeat proteins, kunitz domains, PDZ-domains,
knottins and anticalins, which have been reviewed elsewhere.42
Most of these have been employed to display libraries containing
millions of random peptide sequences on viral phages, bacterial
or yeast cells for selecting sequences that bind specifically to
particular proteins. Peptides that bind to various receptors present
on the surface of mammalian cells have been identified using
this technique primarily for imaging, diagnostic and potentially
therapeutic purposes. High affinity integrin binding peptides
were discovered by Cochran and coworkers using the Ecballium
elaterium trypsin inhibitor (EETI-II) knottin scaffold in yeast-
display libraries.43 Knottins are short peptides (B3 kDa) struc-
turally stabilized by at least 3 disulfide bridges forming a
cystine knot structure from which their name is derived. One
or more of the loops present between these disulfide bridges
can usually be extensively modified without disrupting their
three-dimensional fold thus enabling knottins to be exploited
as scaffold proteins. To develop high affinity binding peptides
for integrin, the 6 amino acid trypsin binding loop of EETI-II
was replaced by a randomized 11 amino acid peptide library with
the RGD motif located at different locations.43 The knottins
were expressed in yeast cells and displayed on the surface.43
Integrin binding was detected using a labeled anti-integrin
antibody and fluorescence activated cell sorting (FACS).43 Since
these knottins are short peptides, they were artificially synthesized
and shown to bind with multiple integrins specific to cancerous
glioblastoma tumor cells at low nanomolar affinities consequently
inhibiting these cells from adhering to the extracellular matrix.43
Thus it is possible to identify peptides that interact with receptors
of targeted cell types with extremely high specificity and binding
affinity (Fig. 4).
1.5. Interfacing cells with nanostructures based on DNA
Well-defined Watson–Crick base-pairing between nucleotides
and advances in single stranded DNA oligomer synthesis have
enabled researchers to design DNA strands that organize into
various nanostructures. By placing complementary sequences
of nucleotides at different locations on multiple DNA strands,
numerous structures have been self-assembled for various nano-
technological applications,44 including the fabrication of tunable
ECM.45 In the latter case from Way and coworkers, five DNA
strands that form a four helix ribbon with biotin terminal over-
hangs were designed (Fig. 5A).45 The synthetic protein consisted of
a fibronectin domain fused to a monomeric SAv protein that would
bind to the biotin on the DNA ribbons. Together the two compo-
nents formed a cell interacting ECM scaffold to which HeLa cells
could strongly adhere to.45 By modifying the DNA strands to
contain unhybridized single stranded regions, the stiffness and
persistence lengths of the scaffolds could be fine-tuned.45 This was
utilized to modulate cytoskeletal organization and shape of the
cells, the status of particular signal transduction proteins and
localization of an intracellular transcription factor.45
Another way to employ the specificity of Watson–Crick
base pairing is the DNA-directed immobilization (DDI) of
proteins for generating microstructured patterns of proteins
on surfaces (Fig. 5B).46 This method requires conjugates of the
Fig. 4 An engineered B3.5 kDa, conformationally constrained cystine
knot peptide that binds with high affinity and specificity to avb3, avb5, and
a5b1 integrins. The blue star indicates the location of N-terminal modifica-
tion with e.g. dye AF680, and red indicates an engineered integrin-binding
loop, which replaces the native trypsin-binding loop. Sequence and disulfide
bond connectivity for the engineered knottin is given (integrin-binding loop
sequence shown in red). AF680-labeled integrin engineered knottin illumi-
nates mouse medulloblastoma in vivo imaged 2 h after tail vein injection
(mouse with (left) and without (right) tumor) (reproduced with permission
from ref. 43 provided by the National Academy of Sciences, 2014).
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protein-of-interest functionalized with short single-stranded
oligonucleotides (ssDNA), e.g. via simple biotin–SAv conjugation,
and surface substrates functionalized with capture oligonucleo-
tides complementary to the DNA–protein conjugates employing
various modern microstructuring techniques.47 For example,
Heath and coworkers installed biotin on cell-surface proteins via
incubation with N-hydroxysuccinimide–biotin. The biotinylated
human primary neurons and astrocyte cells were then encoded
with ssDNA–SAv conjugates.48 The DNA-tagged cells were immo-
bilized on the corresponding spots bearing the complementary
DNA.48 Various methods are available for the cell-surface
attachment of ssDNA tags,46 for example membrane anchoring
of oligonucleotides or the Staudinger ligation of phosphine-
modified ssDNA to azide groups that are installed on the cell
surface through metabolic labeling.49,50 DDI of cells on glass
surfaces has been used to study cell sorting, cell adhesion and
intercellular interactions or to grow small populations of cells
which could be utilized for screening purposes.50–52 Niemeyer and
Dehmelt and coworkers fabricated protein ligand arrays with
subcellular dimensions (Fig. 5B).53,54 To this end, a DDI array
was fabricated by dip-pen lithography to generate micrometer-sized
patterns, typically 45 mm with a pitch of 12 mm.53 The DDI
arrays represented either biotinylated epidermal growth factor
for culturing with carcinoma cells or different antibodies with
binding specificity for peptide epitopes on transmembrane
receptor constructs such as the regulatory unit II-b.54 The latter
recognition led to specific recruitment and concentration of the
transmembrane proteins which was visualized by total internal
reflection microscopy (TIRF).54 TIRF studies were used to further
visualize the recruitment of the cytoplasmic catalytic subunit cat-a
of protein kinase A to the DDI-areas.54
1.6. Employing peptide amphiphile nanostructures for cell
studies
When peptides are substituted with amphiphilic moieties, they
become interesting building blocks to create self-assembling
biofunctional nanostructures.55,56 Such peptide amphiphiles (PA)
self-assemble in aqueous conditions into 1D nanostructures that
possess a hydrophobic core and a hydrophilic shell. These nano-
structures could easily be used to encapsulate small hydrophobic
molecules for drug delivery. Moreover, the fibrous character of
the nanostructures allows their employment in 3D networks as
bioactive scaffolds. The structure of the PAs that is required to
create such high-aspect-ratio nanofibers is shown in Fig. 6A.
One part of the PAs is a hydrophobic block, usually an alkyl
chain the length of which can be tuned. The hydrophobic part
of themolecule is conjugated to a b-sheet forming segment coupled
to a sequence with charged amino acids. The final element in the
structure is a bioactive peptide sequence. The charged amino acids
guarantee good solubility under physiological conditions. Between
them there is electrostatic repulsion which pushes the molecules
apart. The balance of all three forces, hydrophobic (alkyl chain),
hydrogen bonding (b-sheet forming segment) and electrostatic
repulsion (charged amino acids), determines the size and
shape of the final cylindrical assembly (Fig. 6B).55 Due to their
composition the PAs can be considered biodegradable since
they can be metabolized into amino acids and lipids.57 Essential
to the biofunctionality of the nanostructures are the epitopes
that are introduced that can interact with cells or proteins.
This part is presented on the periphery of the assembled
Fig. 5 (A) A DNA/protein-based matrix (ECMDP) was constructed from a
DNA ribbon (ECMD) surface-functionalized with proteins (ECMP) containing
the RGD domain of human fibronectin (reproduced with permission from
ref. 45 provided by the American Chemical Society, 2014). (B) Schematic
representation of a protein-array inside living cells using surface-bound
ligand patterns, DDI and bait-presenting artificial receptor constructs
(bait-proteins, orange, blue, green and purple surface bound ligands via
DDI). Interaction analysis of a cytosolic prey protein (yellow) fused to a
fluorescent protein (red) can be imaged by total-internal reflection fluores-
cence microscopy (reproduced with permission from ref. 53 provided by
John Wiley and Sons, 2014).
Fig. 6 (A) Molecular structure of a representative PA with four rationally
designed chemical entities. (B) Molecular graphics illustration of an IKVAV-
containing PA molecule and its self-assembly into nanofibers (reproduced
with permission from ref. 55 provided by John Wiley and Sons, 2014). (C)
Scanning electron micrograph of the IKVAV nanofiber network formed by
adding cell media to the PA aqueous solution (reproduced with permission
from ref. 55 provided by John Wiley and Sons, 2014).
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nanostructures. Depending on the bioactive peptide sequence a
variety of biological functions can be addressed (Fig. 6C).55 For
example, bundles of PA nanofibers displaying RGD epitopes
have been used as ECM-mimicking scaffolds by Stupp and
coworkers.58 Best results in the so-called focal adhesion and
cell migration studies were achieved when the synthesized PAs
displayed the RGD epitope in branched ways. In a similar
approach, a laminin derived epitope IKVAV was displayed on
PA structures following the same procedure (Fig. 6C).59 The use of
IKVAV displaying PA nanofibers in mice with spinal cord injuries
led to functional recovery after 9 weeks post treatment.57 The PA
nanofibers were able to promote regeneration of motor and
sensory axons. The axons entered and sometimes even crossed
the lesion that was induced. Furthermore, the PA nanofibers were
not only involved in cell signalling, but also provided structural
support to neuronal cells. A comparison with only the pure IKVAV
peptide showed that it did not promote any functional recovery
indicating the role of structural templating. Due to the charged
nature of PAs their self-assembly is largely influenced by the ionic
conditions and pH of the biological environment.59 This might
prove beneficial for medical applications enabling PA delivery via
injection and triggered in vivo self-assembly. Injectable therapies
are desired due to their non-invasive nature compared to
traditional surgical procedures, for example in the case of
articular cartilage regeneration, which, if left untreated, can
lead to osteoarthritis.57 To treat spinal cord injuries in mice a
peptide domain with binding affinity to the transforming
growth factor b1 (TGF-b1), known to enhance cartilage repair,
is used.57 A self-assembling bioactive hydrogel prepared by
using two different PAs, a non-bioactive and the TGF-binding
one, was used to treat full thickness articular cartilage defects
in rabbits. The TGF-binding hydrogel induced de novo cartilage
formation quite similar to the surrounding tissue. Histological
evaluation showed excellent tissue integration virtually undis-
tinguishable from native cartilage. The binding epitopes for
TGF-b allowed for slow and prolonged release of the growth
factor and are suspected to be essential for the observed tissue
regeneration. It is postulated that the epitopes also protect the
TGF-b from proteolytic degradation. The great advantage of this
approach is that there is no need for exogenous growth factors
or transplanted cells.
The hydrophobic and hydrophilic regions that are key to
the self-assembly of PAs can also be combined using supra-
molecular host–guest chemistry. Scherman and coworkers made
use of the CB[8] to form a stable ternary complex in aqueous
solution between an electron-poor and an electron-rich guest inside
the CB[8] cavity.60 A pyrene (electron-rich)-labeled peptide and a
viologen (electron-poor)-capped long alkyl chain were coupled via
the CB[8] cavity to form a supramolecular PA.60 These supramole-
cular PA building blocks can subsequently self-assemble further
into nanostructures. After internalization inHeLa cells the vesicular
structures could trigger cell death.60 By addition of adamantane,
a guest that binds strongly to CB[8], both viologen and pyrene
guests are released from the CB[8] cavity thereby resulting in a loss
of the nanostructures.60 The release of pyrene was confirmed by
the increase in fluorescence, while uncomplexed viologen is
cytotoxic to the cells.60 No cell death, but an increase of pyrene
fluorescence was observed upon addition of electron-rich
naphthol, which replaces only pyrene, to form a more stable
ternary complex with CB[8] and viologen.60
1.7 Interfacing cells with aromatic rod- and disc-shaped
amphiphile nanostructures
It is well known that when hydrophobic rod-like segments are
connected to hydrophilic head groups, molecular building
blocks with amphiphilic characteristics are created that drive the
systems to self-assemble into organized nanostructures such as
micelles, cylinders and hollow vesicles in aqueous solutions.61 For
example, Lee and coworkers have synthesized amphiphiles con-
sisting of rigid aromatic hydrophobic tetra( p-phenylene)s as rod
segments and hydrophilic mannose functionalized poly(ethylene
oxide) as coil segments (Fig. 7A). Stable carbohydrate-coated nano-
capsules were formed in aqueous solution.62 Another molecule
consisted of a rigid aromatic alkyl-substituted oligo(phenylene)
segment connected to a flexible dendritic branch. These amphi-
philes self-assemble in aqueous conditions into various nano-
structures depending on the degree of branching in the dendron.
Hydrophobic dye Nile Red can be encapsulated in those cylinders
enabling the observation of the nanostructures by fluorescence
microscopy.63 Investigation of the interactions of the carbohydrate-
coated nanostructures with E. coli cells showed that both nano-
objects could immobilize bacterial cells.62,63 Disc-shaped aromatic
molecules have been used by Brunsveld and coworkers for
fabricating nanostructures that can be used for interaction
with bacteria (Fig. 7B).64 Their discotics consist of an extended
Fig. 7 (A) A triblock rigid aromatic-flexible dendritic block molecule
consisting of a hydrophobic alkyl chain (n = 21), a rigid aromatic segment
and flexible carbohydrate conjugate dendrons. The carbohydrate-coated
nanostructures can immobilize E. coli cells. The degree of immobilization
was significantly dependent on the shape of the nanostructure (reproduced
with permission from ref. 63 provided by the American Chemical Society,
2014). (B) Discotic compounds functionalized with mannose ligands (R2)
and inert glycol side chains (R1) form columnar architectures. Binding of
these systems to bacteria result in their clustering, which was visualized
using fluorescence microscopy (reproduced with permission from ref. 64
provided by John Wiley and Sons, 2014).
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aromatic core of three 2,20-bipyridine-3,30-diamines linked to a
central benzene-1,3,5-tricarbonyl unit.64 These discotics can
self-assemble in water to form an auto-fluorescent columnar
polymer.64 The peripheral hydrophilic ethylene glycol chains
provide water-solubility and shield the hydrophobic core to
promote hydrogen bonding and p–p stacking between adjacent
discotics. Functionalization of the peripheral ethylene oxide tails
with mannose groups led to selective binding of the supramole-
cular polymers to E. coli bacteria.64 The same discotic molecules
have been adopted as cellular uptake carriers by Brunsveld and
coworkers.65 p–p-Stacked assemblies of discotic monomers that
feature peripheral amine groups are easily taken up by the cells
via endocytosis to the cytoplasm.65 As expected, when these
peripheral amine groups are absent, the supramolecular polymers
are not taken up.65 Interestingly when non-cell permeable
monomers, which are functionalized with biotinylated ligands,
are blended in supramolecular polymers of amine-functionalized
monomers, successful uptake of the supramolecular polymer was
observed through staining with a fluorescently labelled anti-biotin
antibody after fixation of the cells.65
1.8 Interfacing cells with lipid bilayer architectures
The early notion that the cell membrane, which consists of a
lipid bilayer with associated proteins and carbohydrates, acts as
a liquid in which its constituents can move freely is considered
nowadays an oversimplification of reality. This so-called ‘fluid
mosaic model’ has been updated to include variable patchiness,
variable thickness and higher protein occupancy thanwas previously
considered. Studying membrane associated processes forced
scientists to conceive model lipid bilayers that mimicked the
amphiphilic lipid architecture ensuring that bilayer properties
are comparable to those of natural cell membranes. Such model
membranes can be subdivided into suspended, so-called black
lipid membranes (BLMs), and solid supported lipid bilayers
(SLBs) and lipid vesicles (Fig. 8). Among the broad class of self-
assembled amphiphilic lipids that are generally termed as
vesicles, liposomes are unilamellar vesicles where the aqueous
interior of each vesicle is bound by a single lipid bilayer.66–69
Besides the aforementioned examples other lipid inspired structures
have also been studied like lipid monolayers and lipid derived
polymers. Common, either natural or synthetic, lipid building
blocks can be categorized according to their structure, e.g. fatty
acids, phospholipids, glycerophospholipids, triacylglycerols,
eicosanoids, waxes, sphingolipids, as well as steroids, isoprenoids
and terpenes. Composition and protocol of preparation can
be tailored to tune the physicochemical properties of the lipid
system, either vesicular or supported, e.g. surface charge,
bilayer fluidity and lamellarity (i.e. number of lipid bilayers).
Fluidity, which refers to the lateral diffusion of the membrane
constituents, is affected by the gel–liquid transition tempera-
ture of the lipids, which is determined by the alkyl tails and is
modulated in vivo by cholesterol. The lipid systems can be
further modified by direct covalent coupling of ligands to lipid
bilayers, non-covalent interaction using chelating lipids and
via insertion of natural or synthetic lipid anchors. A detailed
overview of ligand-bilayer immobilization via covalent and
non-covalent chemistry is reviewed elsewhere.68 Modifications
of lipid bilayer structures can improve the limited stability in
certain environments, such as in air or in vivo.
1.8.1 Interfacing cells with lipid vesicles. Interfacial cellular
membrane processes often involve lipid vesicles that traffic in
and out of the cell and among its compartments. Exo- and
endocytosis are examples of these phenomena. Although the
molecular mechanism is not entirely clear, such lipid vesicles are
hypothesized to dock to the membrane and eventually spatially
and temporally rearrange their lipid bilayer to fuse with the cell
membrane.67 This fusion process has found two main applica-
tions that we will further discuss in this section: upon fusion, the
cargo of the vesicle is delivered into the cell; on the other hand,
the rearrangement of the lipids occurring upon fusion can install
artificial molecular functionalities on the outer surface of the
membrane.66,69,70
Liposomes and liposome-based structures have matured for
the intracellular delivery of drugs and imaging agents over the
last decades and have found clinical application.69 The delivery
Fig. 8 An overview of artificial lipid bilayers and a few parameters are given
that can be fine-tuned such as (A) phase transition temperature resulting in
mobile (liquid) or immobile (gel) bilayers, (B) ligand immobilization through
e.g. non-covalent interactions (left), covalent reactions (middle) and post-
insertion of ligand-modified lipids (right). (C) Various types of lipid-based
solid-supported and solution architectures.
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takes place by uptake of the particle and its cargo by the cell.
The internalization can be mediated by non-specific electro-
static recognition between positively charged vesicles and the
negatively charged lipids of cell membranes,71 as extensively
demonstrated in the field of gene transfection where typically
DNA and cationic lipids are combined in the so-called lipoplexes.71
Anderson and coworkers have adopted the use of lipidoids to
facilitate non-viral delivery of small interfering RNA to endo-
thelial cells (Fig. 9A).72–74 Michael addition chemistry between
alkylacrylate and acrylamide materials and amines was utilized
to create a structurally diverse library of lipid-like molecules
termed lipidoids, which were analyzed for their ability to
transfect cells both in vitro and in vivo.72,73 The library allowed
the study of the role of the length and number of alkyl chains,
the charge and the substitution of the amines as well as the
amide bond. The lead candidates facilitate sequence-specific
knockdown in a variety of cellular targets and animal species.72
Typically these lipidoids form cationic 200 nm spherical lipid-like
particles.73 Improvement in delivery efficacy has been achieved
through synthesizing lipidoids following ring-opening of alkyl-
substituted epoxides by amine substrates.74 With these lipid-like
particles siRNA-directed liver gene silencing at therapeutically
relevant doses was possible.74
Endocytotic pathways can also be exploited to enter the
vesicle in the cytosol in the form of an endosome. To this end,
vesicles can be decorated with specific ligands that recognize
complementary cell receptors to enhance their uptake.75 The
lateral diffusion of such ligands on the surface of the vesicle
allows their pre-organization and thereby creates an array of
multiple binding sites for cell receptors, which leads to a more
favorable interaction according to the concept of multivalency.76
However, in addition to a thermodynamically favorable binding
of the carrier vesicle to the membrane, the carrier vesicle has to
release its cargo to elicit cell responses. Moreover, especially
when considering in vivo applicability, vesicle features such as
persistence, clearance or accumulation of the vesicles in the
body have to be balanced by enzyme degradability into non-toxic
byproducts after the release of the load. Typically a decoration
with hydrophilic polymers such as polyethylene glycol improves
the in vitro and in vivo stability of lipid vesicles. Vesicles based
on an amphiphilic CB[6] derivatized with EG6 at its periphery
allow for incorporation of spermine-modified targeting ligands
and imaging probes through specific host–guest interactions
between spermidine and the CB[6] host.77 When these supra-
molecular lipid vesicles were loaded with doxorubicin, inter-
nalization into cells by receptor mediated endocytosis and
release of entrapped drugs was confirmed.77
Further developments have been demonstrated employing a
silicate porous framework to decorate the surface of porphyrin-
conjugated vesicles.78 These particles circulated in blood for
prolonged time and reached the cytosol by endocytosis. Upon
irradiation of the porphyrin units by light inside the cells, the
singlet oxygen caused cell death of cancer cells.78 Enhanced
stability could also be achieved by using interbilayer-crosslinked
multilamellar vesicles.79 Crosslinking was achieved by the
maleimide modified head-groups of opposing bilayers using a
Fig. 9 (A) An example of the synthesis of lipidoids through the conjugate addition of amines to acrylamides. TEM images of lipidoid nanoparticles
complexed with siRNA (scale bar 200 nm). Successful silencing of SHP-1 by siSHP-1 delivery in HUVECs (10% serum) as concluded from quantitative real-
time PCR measurements to determine the SHP-1 expression in HUVECs at 2 days after siRNA transfection using the synthesized lipidoids (NA114, two
doses) and compared with lipofectamine 2000 (LIPO2000) and all siGFP-transfected groups (reproduced with permission from ref. 73 provided by John
Wiley and Sons, 2014). (B) Schematic showing formation of vesicles from biotinylated lipid and modification of cells with biotinylated lipid vesicles. The
vesicle modified MSCs are further modified with sialyl Lewis X using SAv and biotinylated SLeX. Rolling of SLeX modified hMSCs on a P-selectin coated
surface was significantly improved (8 mm s1 as compared to 61 mm s1 for unmodified MSCs) from flow chamber assays (0.5 dyn cm2) (reproduced with
permission from ref. 84 provided by Elsevier, 2014).
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dithiol linker. Residual maleimides were capped by reaction
with thiolated PEG and yielded an inert vesicular surface.
Interbilayer-crosslinked vesicles stably carried antigenic proteins
in the hydrophilic vesicle core and apolar immunostimulatory
agents in the hydrophobic vesicle wall. Endosomal lipases
catalyzed the selective rupture and release of the cargo.79
Alternatively, fusion of vesicles to the cellular membrane can
install chemical functionalities on the cell surface.80 This
fusion leads to cell membranes that are transiently doped with
artificial lipids without altering the cellular machinery.80 This
method serves as an alternative to e.g. antibody recognition,81
metabolic labeling82 and covalent modification83 methods. Transi-
ent chemically modified membranes are of interest as they would
potentially transform cells in therapeutic agents as tumor vaccines
or building blocks for tissue regeneration. The surface of stem cells
(hMSC) was chemically engineered by incubation with liposomes
integrally composed of an amphiphilic biotinylated lipid.84 The
artificial lipids were observed as rafts, i.e. locally clustered on
the membrane. The exposed biotin groups were accessible for
binding to SAv and subsequently to biotinylated homing ligand
sialyl Lewis X (Fig. 9B).84 The engineered hMSCs with sialyl
Lewis X showed improved rolling behavior on P-selectin surfaces
under flow conditions while not changing the cell phenotype.
These results indicate that the transitory modification of cell
surfaces with lipid vesicles can be used to efficiently immobilize
adhesion ligands and potentially target systemically administered
cells to the site of inflammation.84 Again, size, charge and overall
composition of the vesicle can be tailored, as well as the indivi-
dual lipids in terms of their gel–liquid transition temperature and
fusogenicity (i.e. propensity to fuse).67 Chemoselective cell-
surface engineering based on electrostatic interaction between
the positively charged liposomes and negatively charged lipids
of the cellular membrane led to the display of bio-orthogonal
functional groups at cellular membranes.85 This strategy, as
reported by Yousaf and coworkers, allowed for the display of
ketone or oxyamine groups to different populations of cells for
subsequent cell assembly via oxime ligation.85 The authors demon-
strated several applications including the selective fluorescent
labeling of the cell surface, the formation of small spheroid cell
assemblies that are yet able to differentiate, and the generation
of large and dense, 3D multilayered tissue-like structures for
tissue engineering applications.85 In another report thiol-
reactive maleimide headgroups of the lipid bilayer surface of
drug-loaded uni- or multilamellar liposomes were reacted with
the plasma membrane of lymphocytes.86 This strategy enabled
continuous autocrine stimulation of donor cells in vivo.86 From
these examples it is evident that lipid vesicles can be employed
to change native cell membranes, either by the tunable delivery
of active agents or by cell membrane functionalization, into
reactive surfaces for new biotechnological applications such as
tissue regeneration and cell-based therapies.
1.8.2 Interfacing cells with lipid bilayers. The formation of
SLBs is made possible by Langmuir–Blodgett and vesicle fusion
techniques on a wide variety of solid supports using different
kinds of lipids. Depending on the lipids used, the phase
transition temperature can be tuned resulting in either liquid
or gel state SLBs or inducing phase separation. Certain ternary
lipid mixtures give rise to so-called lipid raft domains. These
liquid-ordered patches, otherwise referred to as detergent
resistant domains, are suggested to resemble mammalian cell
membrane organization and play a key role in receptor cluster-
ing and signal transduction.87 The use of charged lipids results
in SLBs possessing a certain surface charge. The importance of
the surface charge in SLBs for fabricating biomimetic systems
was shown by neuronal cell culture on positively charged SLBs.
Upon doping the bilayer with a cationic lipid (DOTAP, 1,2-dioleoyl-
3-trimethylammonium-propane) neuronal cell adhesion was
promoted, an effect not observed on neutral, zwitterionic SLBs.88
Moreover, patterning of SLBs can be achieved by application
of diffusion barriers, micro-contact printing and by the use of
micro-fluidic systems. Interestingly, SLBs have also been
proposed as a separator medium for membrane proteins using
a process referred to as membrane electrophoresis.89,90 SLBs
are particularly interesting to study membrane associated
proteins in their native form. Transmembrane proteins can
be reconstituted in SLBs without modification and studied with
respect to receptor clustering and biological activity. Doping
SLBs with biotin modified lipids and subsequently assembling
fluorescently labeled SAv and biotinylated EGF (epidermal
growth factor) allowed for simple fluorescent monitoring and
detection of local enrichment and clustering of EGF on the cell
membrane.91 Groves and coworkers were interested in the
protein sorting that occurs upon T-cell immunological synapse
(IS) formation (Fig. 10A).92 To shed light on this process, SLBs
were prepared presenting key proteins aimed at mimicking
the antigen presenting cell (APC) membrane. In vivo, APC and
T cells interact to yield the hallmark IS where the peripheral
and central supramolecular activation clusters, pSMAC and
cSMAC, are formed. The reasons underlying why T-cell receptor
(TCR) segregates to the cSMAC and the lymphocyte associated
antigen-1 (LFA-1) to pSMAC just microns apart were not under-
stood.93 It was known that the cluster size of LFA-1 and TCR
during IS formation differed, i.e. a few receptors compared
to approximately 100, respectively. They chose to increase the
LFA-1 cluster size to assess whether segregation to the cSMAC
would occur. Crosslinking in the SLB of LFA-1 and its antigen,
the intercellular adhesion molecule-1 (ICAM-1), was achieved
by antibody interaction. To allow for TCR cluster formation the
SLB was doped with the peptide-major histocompatibility complex
(pMHC). It was observed that an increase in LFA-1 cluster size
mediated its translocation from the peripheral to central SMAC,
confirming that cluster size influences membrane positioning of
LFA-1 under the influence of centripetal F-actin flow. The natural
and dynamic response of the T-cell induced by the SLB surface is a
clear showcase of the biomimetic potential of artificial lipid
bilayers. Intriguingly, receptor clustering can be tuned at biological
relevant length scales as shown in the aforementioned example.
More recently, they investigated the threshold level of pMHC
ligands per TCR cluster by partitioning the SLB with Cr-barriers,
thus limiting the total number of ligands available for TCR cluster
formation.94 Besides for studyingmembrane processes, SLBs have
proven to be an interesting platform for cell culture as well.
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Given the importance of cadherin for the formation of adherens
junctions and subsequent polarization of epithelial cells the use
of cadherin functionalized SLBs was studied recently by Textor
and coworkers.95 A biotinylated SLB was incubated sequentially
with SAv, biotinylated IgG and Fc tagged extracellular domain
E-cadherin. E-cadherin presented in this format was laterally
mobile when coupled to the SLB and allowed sufficient initiation
of cell polarization to mimic cell–cell contacts.95
Fig. 10 (A) Schematic of a T-cell on a substrate patterned with diffusion barriers (reproduced with permission from ref. 92 provided by Elsevier, 2014). (B)
Schematic of the method used to create peptide RGD-functionalized SLB glass surfaces for studying neural stem cell adhesion. Phase contrast images of
NSCs after incubation on RGD-SLBs (FGF2-containing media, 5 days, scale bar: 100 mm) (reproduced with permission from ref. 96 provided by Elsevier,
2014). (C) Targeting and fusogenic peptides are chemically conjugated to maleimide–lipids and mixed in at 1–5 wt%. The vesicles composed of either
fluid (DOPC) or non-fluid (DPPC) zwitterionic phosphatidylcholine lipids with 30 wt% cholesterol are further modified with 5 wt% PEG-2000 PE to
enhance colloidal stability and decrease nonspecific interactions. The vesicles are loaded with cargo (chemotherapeutics (doxorubicin, 5-fluorouracil,
cisplatin)), q-dots for imaging, diphtheria toxin A-chain and siRNA. The vesicles (1) bind to human hepatocellular carcinoma cells with high affinity owing
to recruitment of the targeting peptides (magenta) to the cell surface, (2) become internalized by receptor-mediated endocytosis and (3) release their
cargo into the cytosol upon endosome acidification and protonation of the fusogenic peptide (blue). (4) Cargos modified with a nuclear localization
sequence (NLS) are transported through the nuclear pore complex and become concentrated in the nucleus (reproduced with permission from ref. 104
provided by the Nature Publishing Group, 2014).
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Owing to the lipid bilayers’ inherent non-fouling nature with
respect to protein adsorption and cell adhesion, specific cell
responses can be observed. Tirrell and coworkers designed
highly tunable cell culture surfaces using SLBs. One study
showed the potential of SLBs to culture neuronal cells.96
SLBs were doped with cell adhesive RGD peptide amphiphiles
consisting of a hydrophobic anchor and a hydrophilic spacer
conjugated to the peptide sequence (Fig. 10B).96 Having an
accessible RGD motif, cell responses could be fine-tuned by
varying the hydrophilic spacer. A similar approach was adopted
by Gold and coworkers that utilized SLBs decorated with an
IKVAV peptide instead.97 This peptide sequence is derived from
the ECM glycoprotein laminin-1 that is known to modulate cell
adhesion and neurite outgrowth activity. Instead of using
peptide amphiphiles, incorporated during bilayer formation,
they demonstrated in situ modification of the SLBs.97 During
bilayer formation thiol-reactive maleimide-functionalized lipids
were included that at a later stage react with cysteine modified
IKVAV peptides.64 Model neuronal cells (PC12) only adhered to
the peptide modified SLBs. In a follow-up study they were able to
elucidate a positive, nonlinear correlation between the number of
attached rat neuronal cells (AHP) and the density of IKVAV
peptides tethered to the SLB. Also, a threshold of ligand concen-
tration was found, required for cell binding.98 Adopting a similar
in situ modification strategy, SLBs were prepared serving as a
carrier for ECM components. Huang and coworkers demonstrated
that an SLB consisting of part of a carboxylic acid modified lipid
could easily be modified to express collagen type 1 or fibronec-
tin.99 In their set-up, collagen and the underlying lipid bilayer are
a better representation of the cellular environment where lipid–
collagen interactions are important. The system allowed for
sustained A10 smooth muscle cell culture only on collagen
modified SLBs. Not only the presentation of certain bioactive
ligands on a SLB dictate cellular responses but also their mobility
as was demonstrated by Reimhult and coworkers.100 Depending
on the phase transition temperature, the lateral mobility of lipids
was greatly affected. In a liquid state system diffusion coefficients
in the order of mm2 per second are found while gel state SLBs
show negligible diffusion.100 This in turn influences the mobility
of cadherin tethered to biotin-modified lipids. The bilayer state
influenced cell response dramatically; a more spread cell mor-
phology was observed on gel state SLBs compared to liquid state
ones.100 Within the rich field of planar lipid bilayer research,
others chose to focus on the incorporation of functionally active
proteins into such model systems and to ensure proper function,
often involving electrical signaling. Therefore lipid bilayer systems
should meet certain electrical standards compatible with the use
of electrochemical techniques. For instance, means of lipid bilayer
tethering must be considered. An overview of design criteria
involved and past results are nicely presented in the review by
Naumann and coworkers.101 Another aspect that deserves atten-
tion is the lack of stability of SLBs when exposed to air. Bilayer
stabilization can be achieved by the use of photo-cross-linkable
lipids that bear apolar tails containing diacetylene bonds.102
These lipids readily crosslink under UV light to yield a solvent
resistant and air-stable SLB that is also applicable to prepare
polymerized lipid vesicles. However, such strategies do not yield
mobile SLBs. Several attempts in that direction have been made;
for instance sterol tethering of SLB and the use of protein layers
on top of SLB imparted air-stability while retaining lateral motion
of lipids.103
Both liposomes, as discussed in the previous section, and SLBs
are powerful systems for cell research due to the high degree of
surface tunability and their multipurpose, dynamic nature and
are proven bio-mimetic systems. Ashley and coworkers designed
a multicomponent particle-supported lipid bilayer combining
both systems.104 These so-called protocells consist of a carrier
synthesized by liposome fusion onto spherical nanoporous silica
particles, followed by modification of the resulting supported
lipid bilayer with PEG, targeting peptides and fusogenic peptides
(Fig. 10C).104 Therapeutic and imaging agents could be simulta-
neously loaded into the silica core with high capacity due to the
nano-sized pores which increase the surface area. The rate of the
cargo release could be optimized by affecting the particle dissolu-
tion in the acidic endosomal environment through modifying
silica composition and the protonation of the fusogenic peptide.
In their study the protocell displayed a 10000 fold higher affinity
for human hepatocellular carcinoma compared to hepatocytes,
endothelial or immune cells, demonstrated the delivery of encap-
sulated cargo upon cellular uptake and showed enhanced stability
over traditional liposomes.104
1.8.3 Interfacing cells with other lipid inspired structures.
Next to lipid bilayers, lipid monolayers and derivatives have
been studied. In one non-covalent approach a photocleavable
PEG–lipid including an oleyl group, which can bind to any cell
type by non-covalent insertion into the cell membrane, was
used.105 Due to the lipophilic interior of the plasma membrane
the oleyl chain can be anchored inside themembrane. Addition of
a PEG to the chain acts as a solubilizing unit for the hydrophobic
oleyl in aqueous solutions. For dynamic studies a photocleavable
linker was inserted between the PEG and the oleyl moiety.105
Attachment of the PEG–lipid to the substrate was mediated
through the amino-reactive ester group added to the endgroup
of the PEG. By irradiation with UV light at 365 nm the oleyl moiety
is cleaved off, leaving only the cell repellent PEG layer on the
surface.105 They could furthermore show that tuning the light
dose can vary the degree of cellular release.105 Others have chosen
to include only the lipid headgroup in monolayers. For example,
the use of zwitterion polymers, especially those bearing phos-
phatidylcholine (PC) groups, has drawn attention. The PC group
carries both positive and negative charge and is the main
constituent of the outer layer of the erythrocyte membrane. As
a result, materials bearing PC groups on the surface reduce the
amount of non-specific, irreversible protein adsorption. Such poly-
mers are studied to enhance the biocompatibility of biomaterials,
mostly used in biosensors. Takai and coworkers presented an
overview of PC–polymers and their application.106
1.9 Interfacing cells with dynamic self-assembled monolayers
The highly complex composition of the ECM and its interaction
with molecular fingerprints on the cell membrane make it a
highly challenging task to create model systems that allow us to
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mimic cells’ spatial as well as temporal organization. Due to
their advantage in being well-ordered, permitting high interfacial
control of specific bioactive ligands and allowing great flexibility
in the creation of complex substrates with spatial precision, self-
assembled monolayers (SAMs) have been a particularly attractive
strategy since their discovery in the early 80s. Analogous to self-
assembling systems in solution, they are highly ordered nano-
structures that spontaneously organize on surfaces. More
recently, SAMs are also actively investigated as model substrates
for dynamic cell studies. This is desirable, as they not only allow
the spatial control of bioactive ligands, but additionally permit
control of their presence on the substrate in time. Dynamic
SAMs can change their surface properties in response to external
stimuli such as a change in pH, temperature, light or electro-
chemical stimuli. However, since cells require steady physio-
logical conditions, like pH and temperature, conversion of
substrate properties in response to light or electrochemical
stimuli has been used favourably for cell studies. To date, a
number of different types of substrate materials and chemical
strategies to immobilize bioactive ligands have been exploited
for use as dynamic substrates. Nevertheless, the majority of
systems use SAMs of alkanethiols on gold for a number of
advantages: e.g. being bio-inert, allowing simple and well-ordered
functionalization and being available to various substrate analysis
techniques. Alkanethiolates form densely packed well-ordered
monolayers on gold where the thiol head group binds with high
affinity to the underlying gold substrate. They can furthermore be
simply adapted to hold several different functional groups in order
to modify the substrate with specific bioactive ligands. Conductivity
of the gold substrate makes it suitable for even more analytical
techniques to characterize interfacial interactions. We will here
describe selected examples from the literature to illustrate the
various strategies using dynamic SAMs for cell studies.
In a recent example, thiol interaction with gold acted as
anchoring points for RGD peptides to achieve sub-cellular
control by functionalizing a gold electrode array.107 Modification
of the separating glass regions with PEG to make them cell-repellent
resulted in selective cell-adhesion to the RGD-functionalized
electrodes. Spatial design of sub-cellular distances between
adjacent electrodes allowed cells to spread over multiple elec-
trodes. When Searson and coworkers applied a negative voltage
pulse on an individual gold electrode, selective release of the
thiols was triggered and consequently retraction of that very
region of the attached cell could be visualized by monitoring
fluorescently labelled actin with fluorescence microscopy.107
Modulating cell detachment in this manner opens a new road
to gain significant insights into cellular pathway signalling.
Flexibility in alkanethiol functionalization makes them a useful
tool for creation of multi-purpose cell culture surfaces with
modular cell-repellent and cell-adhesive regions. The combi-
nation of micropatterning technology with self-assembly of
differentially terminated thiols presents a powerful approach
to generate spatially resolved micro-confinements to create
multifunctional SAM profiles on the substrate.47,108–110 Recent
studies have already demonstrated great potential of such patterned
systems for studying cell motility as well as cell–cell interactions.47
With the appropriate design of the SAM properties, such as
spatial definition alongside chemical functionality, an electri-
cal stimulus can for instance be used to trigger the release of a
particular section on the surface and allow cells to migrate into
newly available areas.108 This design makes it possible to study
cell migration in a non-invasive manner. However, since
coupling alkanethiols to a desired biomolecule can be labor-
ious, other coupling strategies taking place directly at the
interface of a pre-assembled monolayer have been explored.
Some of the frequently employed organic strategies include
redox-active hydroquinone (HQ) monolayers in combination
with Diels–Alder conjugation,111,112 oxime reaction113–117 and
Cu(I)-catalysed Huisgen cycloaddition.118,119 The electrochemical
conversion of HQ-terminated monolayers on gold has been a
successfully employed strategy to chemically regulate interfacial
cell–substrate interactions. HQ can undergo oxidation upon an
electrochemical stimulus and convert to benzoquinone (BQ),
which, in turn, can react with a number of functional groups.111
To ensure specific interactions, selective to the bioactive ligand
of choice, a critical step is to block the background to unspecific
binding of proteins present in biological media. Short ethylene
glycol linkers have proven themselves as a very efficient choice
for that purpose, commonly used at 1 : 99% ligand to ethylene
glycol (EG) ratios. When HQ groups, present in a cell-inert
background, are oxidized to BQ, they can readily form a covalent
adduct via a Diels–Alder reaction with a cyclopentadiene
(Fig. 11A).111 When such a cyclopentadiene is functionalized with
RGD a reversible substrate is obtained that allows for controlling
cell-repellent and cell-adhesive areas by changing the redox-
potentials as described by Mrksich and coworkers.111 For spatial
control of cell adhesion and migration this strategy was extended
using micropatterns. Patterns of hexadecanethiolate on gold
were reacted with fibronectin (Fn), onto which cells were
allowed to adhere.111 The backfilling of the non-patterned
regions with a 1 : 99% HQ to EG mixture made this at first an
area unavailable for fibroblast cells.111 Upon electrically stimulated
oxidation of the HQs to BQ and following Diels–Alder mediated
RGD binding, these cells could consequently migrate out of their
patterns into the surrounding areas.111 Instead of starting with
a cell-inert HQ layer, Mrksich and coworkers used a silyl ether
conjugated to HQ to create an O-silyl HQ functionality further
coupled to an RGD.112 Upon electrical activation HQ converts to
BQ and causes hydrolysis of the silyl ether, causing the release
of the RGD. The resulting BQ functionality could as in the
previous example again react with a diene-coupled RGD ligand
via a Diels–Alder reaction, creating a dual-functional cell-adhesive
or repellent surface. In a similar fashion, the redox-active
HQ-terminated SAMs can, when oxidized to the resulting BQ,
be coupled to aminooxy-terminated ligands by an oxime reaction
as described by Yousaf and coworkers.113–117 Oxyamine reacts
covalently with the ketone groups on BQ in high yield under
physiological conditions to form a stable oxyamine linkage. The
reacting aminooxy groups can furthermore be introduced in most
biomolecules by using standard synthetic procedures. Complex
surfaces with well-defined spatial control were generated based
on this approach by improving the system with microarray or
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micropatterning techniques.113,114 In the latter case, the patterned
areas were cell-adhesive and non-patterned areas at first cell-
repellent. In this example, photo-induced conversion as well as
electrochemical activation was combined to selectively convert the
non-patterned areas.114 These regions initially presented a 1 : 99%
mixture of HQ groups terminated with a photo-sensitive protec-
tion group and cell-repellent EG4.
114 UV illumination through a
gradient photomask could then selectively deprotect the HQ
groups, which, followed by electrochemical conversion to BQ,
could bind an aminooxy-terminated RGD ligand via an oxime
conjugate (Fig. 11B).114 This caused the fibroblasts (adhering to
the mCP areas) to spread to the photo-activated RGD-gradient. By
applying a reductive potential these aminooxy-RGD could then be
selectively released. Consequently cells adhering to these non-
patterned functionalized areas were released, while cells still
remained attached in the mCP areas.
In regenerative medicine a challenging and rewarding task
is to understand the underlying mechanisms driving stem cell
differentiation. Combining electroactive SAMs with microarray
technology was demonstrated to be an elegant and promising
strategy to immobilize a library of bioactive ligands on a
substrate to screen for optimal conditions.110,115 As in the
examples above, alkanethiol-gold substrates terminated with
HQ groups or EG4 were used as the basic building blocks.
Using microarray printing and mixing different ratios of HQ to
EG4-terminated moieties, patterns of various ligand densities
were obtained. A solution of alkanethiol-EG4 was then used to
block the remaining areas around the patterned areas. Creating
a library of different oxyamine-tethered ligands that could react
with electrically oxidized HQ, BQ, arrays of precisely controlled
spatial resolution and varying densities could be tailored on the
substrate. With this versatile and complex platform at hand it
was possible to screen for the effect of ligand density and
composition on the rate of stem cell (hMSC) differentiation.115
A similar platform has been used for studies of single cell
polarization.117 Cu(I)-catalyzed Huisgen cycloaddition between
azides and alkynes is a chemoselective reaction that proceeds
under mild reaction conditions and therefore makes it an
attractive approach for fabricating bioactive dynamic SAMs.
Fig. 11 (A) HQ immobilized to gold substrates oxidizes to BQ and under-
goes Diels–Alder reaction with RGD–cyclopentadiene (Cp). Attachment
of RGD changes the substrate from cell-repellent to cell adhesive
(reproduced with permission from ref. 111 provided by John Wiley and
Sons, 2014). (B) Combination of mCP and electrochemical as well as
photo-induced activation for complex cell substrates (reproduced with
permission from ref. 114 provided by John Wiley and Sons, 2014).114
(C) Electrochemical stimulated oxidative degradation of dicobalt hexa-
carbonyl complexes to reveal alkynes on the monolayer and subsequent
reaction with azides coupled to biomolecules via Cu(I)-catalyzed Huisgen
cycloaddition reaction (reproduced with permission from ref. 118 provided
by the American Chemical Society, 2014). (D) Glass modified with PEG
moieties featuring a photocleavable linker. Upon light exposure these
photocleavable groups undergo intermolecular oxidation and thus cause
PEG to be released. Whilst PEG is inert to cell adhesion, the photocleavage
allows cells to spread to the newly available cell-adhesive areas (reproduced
with permission from ref. 119 provided by Elsevier, 2014).
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Recently it was applied in combination with the oxime reaction
as an in situ ‘‘hide-and-reveal’’ strategy of small biomolecules to
create a dual chemoselective SAM, displaying switchable (HQ)
as well as non-switchable azide functional groups.116 Bifunc-
tional bioactive moieties were created by co-coupling the pep-
tides with an oxyamine as well as an alkyne end group, which
are the respective chemical partners for the BQ and azide.
When the moieties were switched from presenting linear to
cyclic RGD, by application of a mild electrochemical potential,
they could monitor real-time changes in cell behaviour such as
changes in cell adhesion and migration.116
Cu(I)-catalyzed Huisgen alkyne–azide cycloaddition has also
been reported by Yeo and coworkers as a direct strategy for
electroactive substrate dynamicity without use of the HQ link-
age (Fig. 11C).118 Alkyne-terminated monolayers were masked
with dicobalt hexacarbonyl complexes, making them inert
to react with azides.118 Upon electrochemical activation the
dicobalt hexacarbonyl complex was oxidatively degraded and
the thus exposed alkyne groups were available for reaction with
azides.118 Coupling azides to a cell-adhesive peptide resulted in
substrates that were turned from cell-repellent to cell-adhesive
upon reaction with alkynes.118
Besides electrochemical stimulated release systems, the use
of photo-induced activation has been explored.119,120 Silicon
oxide substrates presenting free amine groups could provide a
reactive substrate for photo-cleavable linkers via carbamate
bonding as described by del Campo and coworkers.120 These
linkers contained an intercalated photolabile group, the o-nitro-
benzyl derivative (NVOC), which upon UV irradiation underwent
an intermolecular redox reaction, and hence, underwent cleavage
from the substrate.120 Tethering this linker with a bio-ligand
created a cell-adhesive substrate, that, upon light exposure, could
be reversed to be cell-repellent. Similarly, a photo-cleavable
2-nitrobenzyl-linked PEG monolayer formed on glass could
make the substrate cell repellent, and upon light exposure cause
PEG-release and feature a cell-adhesive substrate (Fig. 11D).119
Spatial control of these systems can easily be achieved by a
photomask, thus regulating the desired areas of illumination.
Yousaf and coworkers integrated a bioactive surface strategy with
photoelectroactive surface strategy to generate dynamic ligand
surface gradients for controlling cell adhesion, tissue shape
morphing and cell migration.121 To this end an NVOC-protected
HQ terminated alkanethiol was mixed in with the hydrophilic
parts of a SAM that was otherwise hydrophobic.121 Irradiation
revealed the HQ group and fibroblasts were allowed to adhere to
the hydrophobic regions of the SAM.121 Only when the HQ was
converted to the quinone group and oxyamine–RGD was coupled
to the photo-deprotected regions, cells started to migrate into the
RGD regions.121 Jiang and coworkers used SAMs of photorespon-
sive azobenzenes conjugated to RGD on a background of EG6 to
control cell adhesion reversibly. Switching of azobenzenes
between E isomer and Z isomer by UV light rendered the surface
to be either adhesive by presenting the RGD or repellent by
shielding the RGD within the inert EG6 layer.
122
Since natural interfaces between the cell and its interacting
ligands build on non-covalent interactions, chemical systems
relying on non-covalent binding such as hydrophobic, van der
Waals, ion-dipole or hydrogen bonds are being explored and
are promising to come yet a step closer to mimic natural cell–
ECM interactions. A novel strategy to reversibly attach and
release cells is the use of supramolecular host–guest chemistry.
On a quartz substrate a host monolayer was formed by silane-
terminated a-CD (Fig. 12A).123 a-CD can recognize multiple
different guests, such as naphthalene, stilbene and azobenzene,
and therefore holds potential as a multifunctional template for
immobilizing different biological ligands to one substrate. In
this particular study azobenzene was used as a guest to form an
inclusion complex with a-CD when present in the trans isomer.
To make the substrate available for cell adhesion, a RGD-peptide
was coupled to azobenzene. UV irradiation of 365 nm triggered
trans-to-cis isomerization of azobenzene which leads to the
release of the azobenzene complex and thus also the release of
the cells from the substrate.123 Jonkheijm and coworkers
recently reported the use of a supramolecular CB[8]-host as a
versatile system for fabricating dynamic SAMs (Fig. 12B).124,125
Electroactive viologen was used as a first guest to link the CB[8]
to the gold substrate by modifying it with a thiol. Cell-adhesive
RGD could act as a second guest when terminated with the
aromatic amino acid tryptophan to bind to CB[8] with high
affinity. When this ternary complex was assembled on gold
substrates to form a monolayer, cells were able to spread on
the available RGD epitopes.125 Electrochemical activation of the
Fig. 12 Supramolecular host–guest assemblies of a (A) photo-responsive a-CD-host and azobenzene–RGD–guest (reproduced with permission from
ref. 123 provided by the American Chemical Society, 2014) and (B) electrochemically responsive CB[8]-host with two guests, i.e. surface bound viologen
and RGD-peptide functionalized tryptophan (reproduced with permission from ref. 125 provided by John Wiley and Sons, 2014).
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ternary complex led to reduction of viologen and caused a
release of RGD, thus causing cellular release.125 This principle
was furthermore applied to gold microelectrode arrays to
achieve release with sub-cellular resolution. In another example
supramolecular control of adhesion of cells is demonstrated
using synthetic RGD–ferrocene conjugates that were immobi-
lized via host–guest chemistry onto cucurbit[7]uril coated gold
surfaces.126 CB[7] spontaneously adsorbs onto gold surfaces
and forms a stable SAM.127 While the ferrocene ring system fills
the lipophilic CB[7] cavity, the protonated amino functionality
protrudes from the cavity, where it makes stabilizing electro-
static interactions with the polar carbonyl groups located at the
CB[7] rim. The binding constant is not determined on surfaces;
however binding constants in the case of such systems in
solutions are found to be in the range of 1011 M1 and these
systems are much more stable than the ternary complexation
motif that was discussed above.
2. Conclusions and outlook
From the literature survey it becomes evident that many diverse
strategies have been described to fabricate dynamic bioactive
systems to explore interactions with living cells and bacteria.
Often integrated strategies combining synthetic and supra-
molecular assembly with fabrication techniques, modern molecular
biology strategies, surface chemistry and imaging techniques
are employed to assess the biofunctionality of interfacing
artificial structures with cells. Supramolecular assembly offers
the ability to decorate the generated architectures with bio-
active ligands to engage in applications ranging from imaging
to diagnostics, and from drug delivery to tissue engineering.
Essential characteristics of a dynamic bioactive system are the
control over architectural shape, ligand composition, density,
mobility and diversity and the architectures can be found in
solution or at solid supports or their interface. Further essential
components of a dynamic bioactive system are a stimulus that
can be arbitrarily applied to the system, either a chemical
compound or any external trigger, and a system that is designed
to transduce the stimulus into a signal, ideally reversibly and
precisely. While the understanding of fabricating such multi-
faceted dynamic bioactive architectures has matured over the
last decade, nonetheless their dynamics, stability and suscepti-
bility to changes by addition of chemical compounds, electronic
and/or optical control need to be further integrated. We strongly
believe that each of these synthetic bioactive systems provides
excellent chemical tools to gain insight into biological mechan-
isms that control and regulate cell function as these synthetic
systems are decorated with bioactive ligands and are used to
engage with receptor fingerprints, mimic and modulate the
interaction thereof fully exploiting the dynamic properties of
the designed systems. Living cells are inherently dynamic and
continuously adapt to their environment in the relentless pursuit
of homeostasis. Many of the kinetic aspects of for example
cytoskeleton responses are difficult to interpret when using static
synthetic systems. Such processes may include adhesion,
spreading and migration. While the use of dynamic systems,
materials and interfaces can mirror the intrinsic dynamic
behavior of living cells, seeding cells in the presence of such
systems that present time-invariant bioactive signals, i.e. static
cues, leads to a convolution of nascent adhesion and spreading
with other types of cellular responses that may be of interest.
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